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About This Game

Are you smart enough for Cyadonia?

Hundreds of clever block-sliding puzzles to challenge your mind in this retro-puzzler!

OBJECT OF THE GAME: Get the Cyad to the exit on each screen. It sounds simple...

FEATURES
Collect precious gems, avoid mines, enter teleports, hit switches, open locks, deflect lasers, disable the traps and find your way

home!

Hundreds of devious levels; hours of gameplay!
Play the tutorial. Easy levels for beginners, challenging levels for masters!

Quiet, relaxing, thoughtful gameplay.
No time pressures, infinite lives; It's just you against the puzzles!

Find the optimal routes to win stars and unlock bonus levels!
Earn solutions for when you are stuck!

All levels unlocked, no artificial progression!
Share your progress and play on PC and Android mobile, available in Google Play Store!
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I dont ever think ill find a game as bad as this one. Although I haven't played that much or beaten it yet, overall a pretty fun
platformer if not maddening at times.. Nice time killer game.lot of fun and price was cheap.. Why did I not read the reviews for
this game before I purchased it,Because IT DON'T WORK it keeps crashing as soon as you try to start the game,Also it appears
there is no support for this game.DO NOT BUY THIS GAME YOU WILL BE WASTING YOUR MONEY.. best game ever i
highly recomend it because there are so many bugs and its fun. Honestly the best game ive ever played, took me a rediculous
amount of time to understand the game then i just keep coming back, this is the first econamy game ive played and played many
since but none have the patrician 3 feel to it, just dont get patrician 4.. If you are a connoisseur of indie devs and their efforts;
than give this a try.

The game is a bit linear. Puzzles are little more than find a key that matches the symbol on the door and insert. Rinse\ repeat.

Some parts of the dungeon remind me of Zelda II. But without the sword, shield, fighting mechanic or deep RPG progression.

I bought it to support the devs.

Remember the game costs $5. Don't expect Super Metroid.
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Very fun side scroller/Metroidvania. Excellent dialog between characters and the difficulty is perfect as the game progresses. A
must buy for any one who loves this genre.. Same as the other Arizona Rose game...you like these types of puzzles, you'll like
these. If not, you won't. Not much else to say about it.

The game-killer for me came when a pop-up ad interrupted my game, which leads to an automatic deletion when that happens,
so be warned of that as well. This is the reason for the low play time, if anybody cares.. It's important that people know this is
not a game. It's a presentation of some videos with some very general ideas about interaction that are not very informative. The
videos are of reasonable quality, and I am quite sure they were not produced by this developer. I trust that they do have rights to
use them, though I have not investigated this. A little later you are presented with very slowly revealed text in much too large a
font, with the pieces being so small that you have to click many times to read a whole paragraph. I would prefer to just read the
text. At this stage, the accompanying pictures were of no significance. Then, you are asked a number of questions which I found
to be rather aimless and even this part does not constitute any kind of game or quiz. There is nothing to enjoy here. I believe it
ought to be made clearer that you are not buying any kind of a game when you purchase this application.

It has long been said that the road to hell is paved with good intentions. Here we have a similar situation but the road is a
rollercoaster on a very steep and fast dive.

The first comment I must make about this product is that it seems to endorse or support some very dangerous groups who do not
have good intentions towards their fellow man. That is not acceptable under any circumstances in my view, and it can often have
dangerous results. It may be that the developer is not aware of the nature of these groups, or they have themselves been
influenced by propaganda.

 I expect the developer does genuinely want to help people, but I think they need to spend a lot more time exploring human
nature and emotions before they are well equipped to do so. I have already presented my review of the application, and now
think it is reasonable to present my view of the philosophy it seems to espouse, as that is the purpose of the product as opposed
to providing a game to play.

 The ideas presented are deeply flawed and are not the result of anybody sufficiently experienced or knowledgeable to
understand the things they are attempting to teach others about.

 There is a very sinister, manipulative presence in modern culture that attempts to demonise certain things and then rally people
to join them in hating it, as this often allows desperate or vulnerable people to be manipulated to suit the purposes of others. It is
very much cult-like behaviour, and I worry about it. The very strange fetishisation of "hate" throughout this product hints at
dangerous and misguided obsession. A Steam review is really no the place for philosophy, so I will make the briefest attempt I
can at illustrating how ridiculous and misguided it is to wage this "war on hatred".

 I hate a child in pain. I hate my relatives suffering. I hate it when somebody is discriminated against because of innate traits
which they have no control over. I hate it when a natural disaster kills hundreds of innocent people. I hate it when women
are\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665or otherwise abused. I hate it when families suffer hardships and are not
able to survive. I hate it when people die, sometimes on a massive scale, in warfare. I hate the abuse of animals. I hate bigotry
and I hate misunderstanding which leads to bigotry.

 I will continue to hate all of these things, and I would suggest that if a person doesn't hate them, there may be something wrong
with them and they ought to not be allowed to enter into positions of responsibility.

 It's rudimentary to understand that human emotions are related to one another. It is dangerously simplistic to think that you can
eliminate one of them. Without hatred, love cannot be.

 Being free of hatred is a very dangerous concept. I hate it when I hear a child cry. This makes me want to find out why the
child is crying so I may do something about whatever ails them. I hate it when a relative of mine is sick or in pain, so I do all
within my power to keep them healthy and happy. I hate it when innocent people are hurt or are the victims of injustice, so I do
all I can to prevent such things.

 I wish the best to the developer of this product, but I implore them, learn more; learn a lot more before you risk influencing and
possibly damaging vulnerable people who are looking for help.
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 The final thing I will say is that the exclusive and horribly intolerant approach the developer has towards communication on the
application's forums seems steeped in the most intense bigotry. Exchange of information and ideas is beneficial. Bigotry holds
us all back. If you do not accept their prescribed view, then you are not allowed to partake. That road leads to fascism.. I
recommend this game but I do so with a few reservations for all Old School D&D Players. So, I have not played this game for
days on end obviously, but I played through the tutorial and the first several quests. I used normal difficulty and went with
mostly default power selections for my hero. I thought the graphics were pretty nice and the animations were smooth.
Sound/Music was exceptional. Unfortunately the game mechanics and overall gameplay are a bit obscure and because I expected
a D&D RPG, it was sort of off-putting for me. Please bear in mind that what I see as shortcomings for this game are based
mostly on opinion so your take on things could be quite different than mine.

As I said, I am an old school D&D player and I am talking nearly forty years of playing what I consider to be the greatest game
environment/setting/backdrop/whatever. I believe it is safe to say that if you are lookng for an old school Dungeons & Dragons
game, then TFC:ToA is not it.

PROS

- Graphics are very nice.
- Audio/Music is exceptional.
- World is procedurally generated.
- Excellent replayability.
- Quick and easy game flow.
- Good/Interesting crafting system

CONS

- Characters/Heros are pre-rolled with VERY little customization aside from a few powers.
- Game balance needs serious tweaking at least in first few quests.
- Gameplay uses turn based divided into phases that are nothing like any other D&D games I have played.
- Maps are seperated into tiles that are shown in the exploration phase which only reveals if you are on the edge
  of your current tile, and if you do not reveal a new tile in each exploration phase you automatically generate an
  encounter.
- Auto encounters generated from exploration phase fails are usually made up of bizarre magical attacks that seem
  to appear from out of nowhere for no reason. Like a magic trap that spawns for no discernable reason.
  Every hero must reveal a new tile on their exploraton phases or a random encounter/trap/event happens for
  every character that fails to explore a new tile. This quickly becomes overwhelming. The overall mechanics of
  the game are just so obscure and unfamiliar to me I really have a hard tme seeing this as a D&D game. This is not a
  complete deal breaker to me but I honestly think if they did not try to pass this off as a D&D game my opinion
  would be better for it. It is an interesting concept for an adventure game or strategy game but I can't consider this
  an RPG.
- Many Items/Races/Classes/Monsters/Locations must be from a completely new world design because it is wholly
  unfamiliar to me.

So I guess if I were to try and boil it all down for you, I would have to say that if you do not think of this as a D&D game, do not
think of it as an RPG and just look at the game as a unique adventure/strategy game with a new and interesting set of game
mechanics then this could be a very enjoyable game for you. Once the gameplay is much more balanced out IMHO.

 GRAPHICS : 8.5
  SOUND : 9.0
GAMEPLAY : 7.0
  OVERALL : 8.0
. Funny game overall! No that hard to finish(took me 4 hours for all lvl\u00b4s) and im not a "pro gamer".

Some levels are finished by start, seems to be a bug(?).
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But its fun for the time it takes to finish and worth the price.

. Oh my god no! Really, go buy anything else! I would really recommend Duck Dynasty more than this pice of crap. Everything
from controls to "story" to weaponsimulation is done better by Duke nukem 3d..
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